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“Galileo Green Lane” Mobile App

- Technological solution to support the EU Green lane border crossings implementation monitoring

- The objective of the “Galileo App” is to **offload borders** and manage more efficiently the transit of goods

- It will provide with a **tool to report** on the Green Lanes initiative implementation

- Partnership with **Sixfold** platform

- Pilots: **CZ, HU, FR, ES, GR**
Testing campaign: NATIONAL BORDER AUTHORITIES

- Pilot started in:
  - ✔ Hungary -> Austria
  - ✔ Hungary -> Slovakia
  - ✔ Czechia -> Germany (3 crossings)
  - ✔ Czechia -> Poland
  - ✔ Czechia -> Austria
  - ✔ Czechia -> Slovakia

+5,000 data points received

Testing campaign: TRUCK DRIVERS, with the support of

- We achieved +3,000 downloads of the App!
- Data received from 97 different border crossings from 27 countries
Real time visualization & Drivers interface
Border authorities interface
Visualization & Analytics

Border official data → Truck driver data
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https://greenlane.sixfold.com/reports
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